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SUCCESS FOR YOUR BUSINESS PLAN MEANS YOU HAVE
SELECTED TALENT WISELY.

Selecting the right
candidate

recruiting via networking; you are possibly
out of compliance.

“We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence,
Worse than that you are limiting your pool
then, is not an act but a habit” Aristotle
to your network. It is always good to look at
other possible talent even if you think you
How then do we find excellence for our
leadership? How do we become excellent in have found the one. Find the three that are
the best people on the market to fill the role
finding them?
with your company.
A lot of companies rely on their own
networking to find talent. This can be a good
strategy or a bad one. If you are a
government contractor, or recipient of
government funding, you likely have some
form of compliance and reporting
requirements. If you are doing all your

First know what you want and need.
Understand what you really need and see if
what you want makes sense. This means
taking some time out to carefully think
about it, and write it down. (See page 2)

TALENT WATCH
Make interviewing a habit. Build interviewing proactively into your day, week, month, and
year. The amount of considered time spent on the interview process will be far less time
consuming than a bad hire. Find a recruiter who is professional, has a track record, and most
importantly you feel comfortable with. Talk to candidates and avoid making judgment based on
a resume alone. Resumes often don’t reflect the full scope of their capabilities. If you have
written a good job description and your recruiter fully understands it they should be able to
surface the right people (or you should change recruiters).

Selecting the right
candidate.

HOLIDAY
GREETING
2010

Schedule interviewing in your day, week, and
month. Proper selection will save you time and
money.

Yes you are busy. Slow down to
speed up. Keep it simple, call
candidates on the telephone. Tell
them about your company and
what sets it apart from the rest.
Always sell your company to
candidates. This is a two way
street; you are both interviewing
each other. Do a simple
interview process in four steps.
Step one: Ask them to tell you
about their most significant
similar experience.
Step two: What was their most
significant accomplishment
(Continued from page 1)

significant accomplishment?
How did they do it? What was
their bottom line impact? What
were the obstacles they had to
overcome to be successful?
Step three: What was his /her
biggest people challenge? How
did he/she handle it? Did they
develop people? How did they
grow specific team members?
Ask for first name of the
person(s) reporting to them.
Step four: Ask them to visualize
themselves in the role. Ask
them to tell you how they would
go about first day, week, month,
and year. What level of support
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will they need from your
company? Ask them how they
would go about achieving
target. These are questions one
could ask. Some candidates may
have trouble with this. They
should be able to speak to their
likely approach and how they
did it successfully last time.
By the time this brief interview
is over you will have a good
sense of who the person is. Take
careful notes. Make it a habit,
and become excellent at
interviewing.

“CURE IT WITH WORK”

ALEX WALKER

A new year will soon be upon us. This is
a great time of year to reflect upon what
is great in our lives.
lives. No matter the
difficulties; there is always something to
appreciate.
We at Anvil Search Group wish to
extend our appreciation to all of our
clients and friends. We wish you the very
best during the holiday season. Have a
healthful, happy and fortune filled 2011.
2011.

